The Thread That Binds: Interviews with Private Practice Bookbinders

An Exhibition of the Lone Star Chapter
Cover Art: Selections from the Lone Star Chapter’s exhibition, *The Thread That Binds: Interviews with Private Practice Bookbinders*, by Pamela Leutz. See related article and more samples on page 8.
President’s Column

As this reaches your mailbox, many of us will be gathering in Boston for the annual Standards of Excellence Seminar. This year’s conference filled up in record time. The seminar should be a great one, with a lineup of presenters and tours that only Boston can offer. I’m looking forward to the programming as well as getting to see so many friends.

The next issue of the Journal is in the production phase and we plan to have it to you this Fall. Once again, the committee, lead by Journal Editor Cara Schlesinger, is continuing the great work seen in last year’s Journal. The board has also been looking at our past issues of the Journal. You may already know that we’ve started posting out-of-print issues on our website for you to download as PDFs. We started with issue 29:2 which includes Frank Mowery’s impressive article on Book Clasps. Keep your eyes on the website for additional issues as they sell out. If you can’t wait for us to post them online, back issues of most of our Journals are available for purchase on the Guild Website.

Preparations for the GBW exhibition, Horizons, is underway. An impressive list of venues have been picked, including The Utah Museum of Fine Arts during the next Standards Seminar in Salt Lake City. The intent to enter forms are at the Guild website and I encourage you all to participate. The entry forms will be on the Guild website this winter and we’ll be sure to let you know all the deadlines as they come closer.

Communications Chair Eric Alstrom, has been adding to the website, updating and making it easier to join or renew membership, register for Standards, and purchase Guild Journals, Newsletters, and Catalogs. Right now he’s working with our web designer on the Horizons entry forms and an online credit card option for Guild Chapters to use for workshops and future chapter exhibitions.

I encourage all of you who will be in Boston to attend the annual meeting and to let us know what’s on your mind. The feedback we get at Standards is important and useful for the Board’s planning for the direction of the Guild. If you aren’t able to join us in person, feel free to email anyone on the board with your suggestions and feedback. The Board tries to make the Guild a better organization for you and to support the bookbinding and book arts communities the best we can.

Andrew Huot
Guild of Book Workers President

The Campbell-Logan Bindery, Inc.

Tokujiro, Asa, Tsumugi, Shark, Tokusei, Shantung, Satfu, Mohair & Ginga

These are some of the names represented in hundreds of choices of exceptional and unique Japanese bookbinding fabrics warehoused and in stock for immediate delivery.

You need this cloth more than we do.

The Campbell-Logan Bindery, Inc.
212 Second Street North
Minneapolis, MN  55401

Phone (800-942-6224)
Fax (612-332-1316)
info@campbell-logan.com
EXHIBITIONS

Currently and through October 21, 2011: The 39th Annual Exhibition of the Hand Bookbinders of California, the Book Club of California, at Doyle Library, Santa Rosa Junior College. Contact: kpetersen@santarosa.edu.

From November 1-December 16, 2011, the exhibition will be at Mechanics Institute Library, San Francisco. Contact: smiller@milibrary.org; tours open to public on Wednesdays at 12 noon.

Currently and through October 31, 2011: Binding Friendship: Ricci, China and Jesuit Cultural Learnings which will also feature Bookbindings in the era of Father Matteo Ricci, SJ -- over 50 books from the Burns Library’s Jesuitica Collection, O’Brien Fine Print Room and the Thompson Room.

Also, on October 20, 2011, 11:00 a.m.-12 noon, there will be a complimentary presentation by Barbara Adams Hebard about the Jesuitica Collection bookbindings dating 1582-1610, sponsored by the Boston College Library. To be held at Burns Library Conservation Lab, Bapst Building. Space is limited; must RSVP: 617.522.8847 or Barbara.hebard@bc.edu. Directions to Boston College: http://www.bc.edu/a-z/maps.html


Currently and through January 14, 2012: Lone Star Chapter’s 2011 Exhibition featuring 51 bindings of The Thread That Binds: Interviews with Private Practice Binders by Chapter member Pamela Leutz, at Museum of Printing History, Houston, TX.

Currently and through April 15, 2012: One Book, Many Interpretations: Second Edition, celebrating 10 years, Chicago Public Library’s Special Collections Exhibit Hall, 9th floor, Harold Washington Library Center, 400 S. State St. chicagopubliclibrary.org

October 20 to November 19, 2011: PAPER 250, an exhibition by The Friends of Dard Hunter; at Lichtenstein Center for the Arts, Pittsfield, MA, in honor of Berkshire County’s 250 years of existence. All works to be donated for fund raising for the organization.

Exhibitions for 2011: The Walters Art Museum, 600 N. Charles St., Baltimore, MD 21201, 410.547.9000 or www.thewalters.org. Contact: Amy Mannarino, amannarino@thewalters.org

CALL FOR ENTRIES

By October 24 (or hand delivered by October 28): exhibition application due for The Decorated Book: Continuing a Tradition at The Athenaeum of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA. Contact: Sandra L. Tatman at sltatman@philaathenaeum.org or 215.925.2688.

By January 31, 2012: The 2012 Helen Warren DeGolyer Award for American Bookbinding, Bridwell Library, Southern Methodist
WORKSHOPS, LECTURES & OTHER EVENTS

October 13-14, 2011: Clamshell Box Making at School for Bookbinding Arts at Cat Tail Run Hand Bookbinding, Winchester, VA. Contact: >info@cattailrun.com< or >www.cattailrun.com<

October 2 through November 18, 2011: The John C. Campbell Folk School, Brasstown, NC, with the following classes. Contact: 828.837.2275 #196; >www.folkschool.org<:

  - Oct 2-8: Medieval Leather Bindings with Laced-in Boards with Gian Frontini
  - Oct 9-15: Beginning to Intermediate Book Repair with Dea Sasso
  - Oct 16-22: Small Format Marbling and Books with Rajeania Snider
  - Oct 28-30: Altered Books with Betsy Orlando
  - Nov 13-18: Trash to Treasure – Mixed Media Book Making

October 17 to November 18, 2011: American Academy of Bookbinding, Telluride, CO, fall classes. Contact: <www.ahhaa.org< or >aab@ahhaa.org< or 970.728.8649 or 970.728-9709 FAX:

  - Oct 17-28: Intermediate/Advanced Find Binding with Monique Lallier
  - Oct 31-Nov 11: Forwarding and Covering of Textblocks with Don Etherington


---

Tired of Replacing Zinc Alloy Type???

- Same Day Service on Stock Type
- Brass & Magnesium Hot Stamping Dies
- Long Lasting
- Competitive Pricing
- Custom and Stock Tyepstles Available (Including Foreign Language)

VisiMark, Inc. is your local brass printers’ type manufacturer. We also manufacture custom logos as well as type holders to fit every hot stamping machine. With over 100 years experience, we guarantee you’ll be satisfied with our product. We manufacture and ship from our Massachusetts facility for fast delivery.

Call for our free catalog!

---

DODIN’S MARBLING

Hand Marbled Paper & Marbling Supplies.

Ebay user ID: newlinux, Top-rated seller
http://stores.ebay.com/Handmade-Marbled-Paper
Etsy user ID: HandMarbledPaper
http://HandMarbledPaper.etsy.com
Email: boaz.dodin@gmail.com

---

AN EDUCATION IN CRAFTSMANSHIP

Full-time bookbinding program and workshops in bookbinding, calligraphy and more.
STUDY OPPORTUNITIES

Be sure and check the “Workshops, Lectures, Events” section of the Calendar for specific offerings.

American Academy of Bookbinding
Join the AAB on two campuses in Ann Arbor, MI and Telluride, CO. Intensive courses are offered for beginner to advance students in conservation, fine leather binding and related subjects. Degree programs available.
Contact: >www.ahhaa.org< or contact AAB program coordinator, Deb Stevens at 970.728.8649

The Book Arts Program at the J. Willard Marriott Library, University of Utah
For more information on all classes, workshops, events: >www.bookartsprogram.org< or 801.585.9191

Bookbinding Workshops – United Kingdom
Courses in book structures and Paper Engineering
Paul Johnson and Lori Sauer
>http://www.bookbindingworkshops.com< or >bookbindingworkshops@gmail.com<

John C. Campbell Folk School
One Folk School Road, Brasstown, NC, 828.837.2775, x196
>marketing@folkschool.org< or >www.folkschool.org<

The Canadian Bookbinders and Book Artists Guild
CBBAG/60 Atlantic Avenue, Suite 112 Toronto, Ontario M6K 1X9
Fax 416.581.1053 or >cbbag@web.net< or >www.cbbag.ca<

The Center for Book Arts New York City
212.481.0295 or >www.centerforbookarts.org<

Center for the Book - San Francisco, CA
415.565.0545 or >www.sfcb.org<

Creative Arts Workshop - New Haven, CT
A community arts and crafts school for adults and children.
Classes and workshops in the Book Arts.
>www.creativeartsworkshop.org< or >203.562.4927

Garage Annex School
One Cottage Street #5, Room - 503 Easthampton, MA 01027 – 413.527.8044
>Daniel.Kelm@mac.com< or >www.garageannexschool.com<

Green Heron Book Arts
503.357.7263 or >bookkits@aol.com<

Hollander’s Workshops
Visit >www.hollanders.com< for the full schedule of workshops in Ann Arbor, MI.
Hollander’s also partners with the American Academy of Bookbinding and hosts their workshops.
Contact >staff@ahhaa.org< for AAB information.

North Bennet Street School
Check >http://www.nbss.org/workshops/schedule.asp< for current and future bookbinding classes or call 617.227.0155 x102

Old Way
Workshops with Jim Croft, Santa ID
>oldway@imbris.com< or >http://www.traditionalhand.com/oldway/<

Oregon College of Art & Craft
See Workshops, Lectures section for fall classes
Portland, OR or >www.ocac.edu<

Paper Dragon Books
330 Morgan Avenue #301, Brooklyn, NY 11211
>www.paperdragonbooks.com< or >info@paperdragonbooks.com<

Penland School of Crafts
For more information and complete listing of courses: 828.765.2359 or >www.penland.org<

Printmaking Sisters
Printmaking and Other Courses offered in Florence, Italy at Il Bisonte

Pyramid Atlantic Art Center
301.608.9101 x.105 or >www.pyramidatlanticartcenter.org<

School for Formal Bookbinding
Ongoing instruction in the German tradition learned from Fritz and Trudi Eberhardt.
For detailed descriptions of all the classes, tuition, and housing information:
>www.donrashfinebookbinder.com< or 570.821.7050.

Seattle Center for Book Arts
>www.seattlebookarts.org/classes/class_2008q2_paper.html<

Studio-on-the-Square, NYC
Intima Press & Studio-on-the-Square, 32 Union Square East, #310, NYC.
>www.StudioOnTheSq.com< or >www.IntimaPress.com< or 917.412.4134

The University of Alabama
MFA in The Book Arts Program
in the School of Library and Information Studies
>www.bookarts.ua.edu<

Wells Book Arts Institute Classes and Workshops
>www.wells.edu/bkarts/info.htm<

Women’s Studio Workshop
For a complete listing of upcoming workshops, see >www.wsworkshop.org< or call 845.658.9133

Catherine Burkhard
as of 9-1-11
**Agents of Change**

**Galley 31 at the Corcoran College of Art + Design**

**Opening Reception**
October 5-30, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

**Artist Talks**
October 13, 6 p.m. in the North Atrium
(in the Corcoran Auditorium)

October 14 @ 6 p.m. >> Robin Price
Artist, letterpress printer, and publisher
Program Director of the Rare Book School at the University of Virginia

October 28 @ 6 p.m. >> Amanda Nelsen


**NORTHPORT COMPANY**

- Lithostones
- Glue/Paste Brushes
- Acrylic Press Boards
- Cookn N’ Stir Machines
- Soft/Hard Bench Weights

828-242-5633
sanford@northportbinding.com
www.northportbinding.com

**J Hewit & Sons Ltd**

LEATHER MANUFACTURERS

**BY APPOINTMENT**

**MANUFACTURERS OF LEATHER**

**J. HEWIT & SONS LTD. EDINBURGH**

And Suppliers of Equipment, Tools, Materials and Sundries for all Craft Bookbinding requirements.

The ‘One-Stop Shop for Bookbinders’ is available online at:

www.hewit.com

Our online catalogue and ‘Shopping Cart’ is packed full of information on the complete range of products we manufacture and sell.

New Products at www.hewit.com/news/ include:

- 19th & 20th Century Decorative papers
- Stainless Steel Set Square
- Foil Master Finishing Tool & Tacking Iron
- Schart-Fix 2000 Paring Machine

And looking forward to seeing you at Standards in Boston

If you have any queries, please e-mail us at:
sales@hewit.com

Ed. Note: This information did not make the press time for the August issue on “Clamshell Housing for Multiple Objects”, by Pam Barrios. Apologies to the author.

Pamela Barrios Bio:
I am a rare book conservator, having worked for 15+ years in New York City, and 20 years at Brigham Young University. Now retired, I am pursuing a Fine Art Degree at Utah Valley University, and extending my pursuits as a book artist. A Guild of Book Workers member since 1984, I have been a chapter chair for the NY and RM chapters, and Standards chair from 2000-2002. I am a former editor of the Bone Folder.

Ed. Note: This information did not make the press time for the August issue on “Clamshell Housing for Multiple Objects”, by Pam Barrios. Apologies to the author.

Pamela Barrios Bio:
I am a rare book conservator, having worked for 15+ years in New York City, and 20 years at Brigham Young University. Now retired, I am pursuing a Fine Art Degree at Utah Valley University, and extending my pursuits as a book artist. A Guild of Book Workers member since 1984, I have been a chapter chair for the NY and RM chapters, and Standards chair from 2000-2002. I am a former editor of the Bone Folder.
Yes! In celebration of the Lone Star Chapter’s exhibition of *The Thread That Binds: Interviews with Private Practice Binders* by Chapter member Pamela Leutz, I welcome all who will be introduced to these wonderful bindings. The fifty-plus books in the exhibition allow us to record this as the largest one for this Chapter to date. Our newly-formed Chapter had its first one in 1993 with a theme of *The Lone Star* and we ventured forward again in 1999 with a set-book exhibition of *Heaven on Earth* by John Muir. So it has been a while and that’s another reason for the celebration.

We are thankful for having the opportunity to display these bindings in the main hall of the DeGolyer Library on the Southern Methodist University campus in Dallas, Texas, from June 3 to August 12, 2011. The June 3 opening reception is another celebration! We’ll be joined in the hosting by the Book Club of Texas; and the book’s author will share how she managed the twenty-one interviews for the book.

Following this first venue, the bindings will travel to their second venue in Houston, Texas at the Museum of Printing History. Opening reception in that city will be on September 29 and the exhibition will run through January 14, 2012.

As always, it takes a heap of willing folks to make something happen like this in a volunteer organization. I sincerely thank our co-chairmen of the Chapter’s Exhibitions Committee, Jane Lenz Elder and Esther Kibby of Dallas. Others include Cindy Haller, Houston, Texas, as the key contact for securing the Houston venue, Chapter officers Julie Sullivan and Danielle Upton, along with several others working on the many administrative facets, the catalog, the receptions, and all that goes into setting up the exhibits themselves. Indeed, all this makes it a real, grand celebration, and the Lone Star Chapter of the Guild of Book Workers stands proud.

– Catherine Burkhard, President
Artists from the front cover

Catherine Burkhard
Sue Gilly
David Lawrence

Jane Elder
Esther Kibby
Robbin Morris

Jan Sabota
Julie Sullivan
Pamela Leutz

Don Etherington

Pam Leutz at Dallas opening
Deceased; Sue Allen, Life Achievement Member since 2006, died 8/25/2011.

New Members

Borloz, Andrew, 62 Woodcliff Avenue, Westwood NJ 07675 (E) cookbookfold@aol.com, AAAB*, BB*, CO, DB*, MS*, PM, Pr*, New York. Fernandez, Sandra C. 1411 Parkinson Dr., Austin, TX 78704-2633 (CP) 512 293-8813 (E) studio@sandrafernandez.info (U) www.sandrafernandez.info AB*, Pr*, Mayberger, Eve 4 Farnum Terrace, Worcester, MA 01602 (CP) 402-490-2234 (E) emayberger@gmail.com, AB, BC, BB, PhC, New England. Moody, Glen 2101 Fort Henry Drive, I Love Books Bookstore, Fort Henry Mall, Kingsport, TN 37664 (B) 423-378-5859 (H) 423-245-8438 (CP) 423-429-3508 (E) glenmoody@charter.net (U) www.ilovebookstore.com BC*, BB*, RR*, Southeast. Sim, Jana 2408 Windward Blvd. Apt. 1, Quebec City, QC Canada, (B) 418-843-2288 (E) atelierlaparure@hotmail.com, BF, RR.

Reinstated Members

Badot-Costello, Catherine 20 Purchase St., Newburyport, MA 01950 (B) 978-270-3157 (H) 978-270-3157 (CP) 978-270-3157 (E) cbadot-costello@comcast.net AB*, BC*, BB*, BS, DB*, PC*. Blaser, Linda 67 Mather Place, Harpers Ferry, WV 25425 (B) 304-535-6142 (H) 304-535-6142 (F) 304-535-6290 (E) Linda_Blaser@nps.gov (U) http://www.nps.gov/hfc BC, CM, PC, PhC, RR. Carille, Molly T 192 Chase Rd., Columbus, OH 43214 (B) 614-292-0342 (H) 614-431-5435 (F) 614-292-5214 (E) carille.9@osu.edu BC, Midwest. Chiarlone, Rosemarie 200 East San Marino Drive, Miami Beach, FL 33139 (H) 305-538-3033 (CP) 305-299-1520 (E) RCiarlone@hotmail.com, AB, Southeast. Corriss, Anne 41 Ivaloo St., No. 4, Somerville, MA 02143 (E) acorrsin@gmail.com BC, BB, PC. Cunningham, Linda M. Lasqueti Press, 117C - 26 Avenue N.W., Calgary, AB T2M 2C8 CANADA (E) lasquetipress@yahoo.ca (U) http://lasquetipress.blogspot.com AB*, BB, PM, Pr. Kaplan, Sue 763 Nowita Place, Venice, CA 90291 (E) shulamispress@ca.com, Pr, California. Lev-Alexander, Nancy 2927 Guilford Ave., Baltimore, MD 21218 (B) 202-707-8844 (H) 410-366-7244 (F) 202-707-1525 (E) guilfordbindery@hotmail.com, BB, CM, DB, Potomac. Parsons, Brenda F. 487 West Burton Rd., Thomasville, NC 27360 (B) 336-665-1317 (H) 336-472-4572 (E) bparsons@northstate.net, BC, BB*, DB*, PC, RR, Southeast. Phiffer, Jennifer 11023 Cardamine Drive, Tujunga, CA 91042 (B) 818-631-1624 (H) 818-631-1624 (CP) 818-631-1624 (E) jphiffer@yahoo.com (U) http://www.etsy.com/shop/jenphiffer AB*, BC*, BB*, DB*, RR, *California.

Changes and Corrections

Albritton, Erin, remove (H) and (F) add (P) 917-620-1908. Altepeter, Jeffrey J., jaltepeta@gmail.com . Andersson, Mark, remove Northwest. Barnett, Tricia, now Tricia Barnett Monfrey,4803 Mill Creek Place, Dallas, TX 75244. Bruce, Patty, add Rocky Mountain. Calcote, Lauren
Events in the Chapters

deFINEd BINDINGS: 26 Bindings of the Pictorial Webster’s Dictionary

The New England Chapter is pleased to announce the upcoming opening of our chapter exhibition, based on the set book binding competition we have organized with John Carrera’s Pictorial Webster’s. Please note that all are welcome at the opening reception, and we are even arranging transportation for those of you attending the GBW Standards Seminar! Please spread the word!

deFINEd BINDINGS: 26 Bindings of the Pictorial Webster’s Dictionary

Bromfield Gallery
450 Harrison Ave
Boston, MA 02118
www.bromfieldgallery.com

October 5-29, 2011
Gallery hours 12-5, Wed-Sat
opening reception October 7th, 6:30-8:30

Selections from a bookbinding competition organized by the New England Chapter of the Guild of Book Workers debut in Boston at the Bromfield Gallery.

This juried exhibition features work from members of the Guild of Book Workers and represents an array of interpretations of the set book, Pictorial Webster’s: A Visual Dictionary of Curiosities.

An opening reception will be held on Friday October 7th. 6:30-8:30 pm. All are welcome! The reception will feature awards sponsored by Chronicle Books and North Bennet Street School, and remarks by the creator of the Pictorial Webster’s, John Carrera of Quercus Press.

Please note that GBW conference attendees will be offered transportation to the gallery via shuttle. The reception takes place right after the GBW annual meeting (Friday 5-6pm). Watch for information at the registration table regarding where to meet the shuttle. The SoWa gallery district is a short cab ride from the Park Plaza so you will also find it easy to stay and enjoy the First Friday Open Studios on Harrison Street and won’t have to worry if you miss our shuttle back to the hotel.

Exhibitors include:


A catalog for deFINEd BINDINGS will be available as a print on demand production. Please watch for publication and ordering information on the chapter blog, negbw.wordpress.com, in the near future.

Watch the blog for details about the West Coast venue this winter! deFINEd BINDINGS will travel to Chronicle Books in San Francisco.

For more information please contact New England Chapter Chair, Jeff Altepeter, at bookbinding@nbss.org.

Membership (continued)


National Library of Scotland, Serials Team, Causewayside Building, Upper Gray Street, Edinburgh EH9 1 SL SCOTLAND. Pratt, Mary Elizabeth, (E) meprattbookbinder@me.com. Rideout, Elizabeth (CP) 802-923-6109. Rollsins, Linda, remove (B) add (H) 301-585-0758 (CP) 301-237-2861. Schell, Audrie, 120 David Ave., Hamilton, ON L9A 3V3 Canada. Smyrl, Rebecca, (B) 215-545-0613 (E) rsmyr@gmail.com. Thomas, Susanne, remove (CP). Tipsps, Emily 772 S 900 E, Salt Lake City, UT 84102 (B) 801-585-9191, add Rocky Mountain. Woods, Roberta, change Woods to Woodrick. Wozny, Constance K. PO BOX 3, Eastwood, KY 40018-0003, remove Midwest add Southeast.

Not Renewing

Young, Gayle - ”I hope that the GBW will serve its community for many more years. It has been a valuable resource for me.”
Following are descriptions of new videos available for sale and library loan from the 2009 San Francisco Standards of Excellence Seminar. You can order online and read the description of the videos for sale at >http://www.guildofbookworkers.org/resources/videos_standards/video.php<. Just click the link “online order form” to place an order. To borrow from the library, follow the instructions at >http://www.guildofbookworkers.org/resources/library.php< but DO NOT use the Iowa Ave. address given, instead send requests to:

Jane Meggers, GBW Library
4303 Turkey Creek Rd NE
Iowa City IA  52240

There will be a new library chair after Standards this year, so look for changes in contact information.

**Methods of Approach with Carolee Campbell.**

Using examples of Ninja Press books, Carolee demonstrates her methods of approach that lead to the creation of each new edition. With text as the driving force, she describes how concepts take shape and move forward to fruition through trial and error. Carolee shows models, jigs, notes and the separate parts of each book, and describes ways to add color and texture to both boards and text sheets.

Carolee Campbell began making books as a photographer incorporating her images into books. She then studied bookbinding and letterpress printing, thereby opening the way to contemporary poetry and culminating in the creative editions of Ninja Press.

**San Francisco 2009**

**Dyeing Handmade Papers with Tatiana Ginsberg.**

This presentation gives an overview of the steps involved in the process of brush dyeing handmade papers with natural dyes. Tatiana shows how to prepare and handle papers, apply dyes and mordants, and achieve a wide range of colors through careful use of mordants and overdyeing.

Tatiana Ginsberg studied at the University of Iowa Center for the Book before spending two years in Japan with a Fulbright grant to research traditional naturally dyed Japanese papers at one of the oldest dye studios in Kyoto. She teaches papermaking, printmaking and book arts at UC Santa Barbara.

**San Francisco 2009**

**The Art and Science of Cloth Rebacking – Some Useful Techniques Shared, with Dominic Riley.**

Demonstrating restoration techniques that ensure an invisible repair yet maintain the structural integrity of the original binding, Dominic begins with cover repairs, then rebacking with dyed cloth, showing the non-damaging method he developed for lifting of old cloth and pastedowns. He emphasizes sound technique, harmonious repair and conservation practice.

Dominic Riley is a bookbinder, teacher and occasional filmmaker. He studied at the London College of Printing and was a co-founder of the binding program at SFCB. He works in his bindery in the Lake District in England and travels to the U.S. regularly to teach and is a Fellow of Designer Bookbinders of the UK.

**San Francisco 2009**

Jane Meggers
GBW Librarian
SPECIAL NEWS
AUGUST 30, 2011

For Immediate Release
Contact:
Bertha Rogers
607-829-5055
Bright Hill Press Inc

Dear Friend,
As you know, the floods caused by Hurricane Irene affected southeastern Delaware County especially hard. Roxbury Arts Group’s primary performance building, The Roxbury Arts Center on Vega Mountain Road in Roxbury, was hit very hard. Susan Kenny, RAG’s Executive Director, forwarded a link to pictures showing the extensive damage to the exterior and interior: http://www.flickr.com/photos/thefibreworks/sets/72157627425388375/
These times are already difficult for arts organizations; and this damage is an added blow to a venerable Delaware County organization. If you are able to help RAG please send contributions to the attention of 2011 Flood, RAG, P.O. Box 93, Roxbury, NY 12474.

Thank you.
Bertha Rogers, Bright Hill Press & Library Center

Ed. Note: We publish the above from member Bertha Rogers, knowing that many individuals, organizations and institutions in the book arts world have been hurt by Hurricane Irene. Our prayers and possible help go out to all who have been affected by this storm.

Paper Connection is your premier resource for fine art and decorative papers. With offices in the United States and Tokyo, Paper Connection links paper connoisseurs in the West to beautiful papers from the East.

Paper Connection stocks the widest variety of fine art paper, including handmade Colored & Momi Kozo, Kimono patterns, and specialty papers from Aiko's. Various weights & sizes available used for hinges, linings, pages, repair, spines, and backing your own cloth.

Take 10% off your next order when you mention this ad.

166 Doyle Avenue, Providence, RI 02906
Tel: 401.454.1436 www.paperconnection.com

BINDERY TOOLS, LLC

717-354-5223
www.binderytools.com

PHYSICAL ADDRESS
201 Grist Mill Road
New Holland, PA 17557

MAILING ADDRESS
285 Lausch Road
Denver, PA 17517

Bookbinding Presses, Tools, Equipment and Supplies

LARGE INVENTORY • NEW AND USED • TABLE AND STANDING
As students of calligraphy, we may fill many practice sheets full of letters and words and yet achieve only a fraction of the education necessary to become master calligraphers. The building of words into lines, lines into pages, and pages into books is also an essential part of that education. It is in the making of a manuscript book that the artist combines his knowledge of lettering, layout, and book design. Yet opportunities to study actual manuscript books in the U.S. are relatively few and far between, and the opportunity to study the work of contemporary book artists and calligraphers is even rarer.

That is why, whenever I visit San Francisco, I make time to visit the public library’s Book Arts & Special Collections Center, which houses the Richard Harrison Collection of Calligraphy and Lettering. There, armed with a pencil and a journal, I may request as many of the 1,000+ documents as I have the time and stamina to study. These documents include manuscript books and calligraphy broadsides as well as working notes, photographs, and prints. The collection includes the work of over a hundred artists from the 1950s through the present.

Richard Harrison began studying calligraphy and italic handwriting in the mid-1950s, and worked commercially on a part-time basis for many years. Very early on, he began collecting calligraphy and commissioning work from foremost contemporary calligraphers around the world. In 1963, he donated his collection to the San Francisco Public Library. Harrison continued to commission and collect calligraphy until his death in 1990, and his acquisitions form the core of the collection. The Book Arts & Special Collections Center continues to acquire excellent manuscript books and broadsides through purchases and donations.

The collection is housed on the 6th floor of the main library. It is available to everyone during regular library hours. Susie Taylor, the collection’s curator, recommends that visitors to the Harrison Collection familiarize themselves with the contents of the collection before arriving at the library. Be prepared to request specific items; a general request to see “a manuscript book” may result in disappointment. To avoid such a tragedy, here is a partial list of some of the artwork and artists included in the collection, in no particular order.

“Alice de verbe,” by Arthur Rimbaud, created by Thomas Ingmire and completed a year before Harrison’s death.

*The Hollow Men*, by T.S. Eliot, a manuscript created by Sheila Waters in collaboration with her husband Peter Waters.

*Twenty-Third Psalm*, made by Marie Angel. To compare these vellum camera-ready originals with the published book is to fully understand Angel’s virtuosity, the possibilities of paint on vellum, and the limitations of even the most careful and gifted presswork.

*Fables d’Aesope*, also made by Marie Angel. Commissioned by Harrison, this ambitious manuscript book was created on vellum between 1958 and 1965.

*Elizabethan Poems and Sonnets*, made by Ida Henstock.

A series of Shakespeare sonnets in italic, commissioned by Harrison of English scribes which include Ann Camp, Heather Child, Dorothy Mahoney, Joan Pilsbury, Sheila Waters, Irene Wellington, Wendy Westover, and John Wookcock.

Original work of British scribes such as Donald Jackson, Tom Gourdie, Ann Hechle, Charles Pearce, Ieuan Rees, Peter Thornton, and others.

Original work of European scribes and typographers such as Hermann Zapf, his wife Gudrun Zapf von Hesse, Friedrich Neuegebauer, Hans-Joachim Burgert, Rudolph Koch, Karlgeorg Hoffer, and others.

Original work of American artists such as Alan Blackman, Philip Bouwsma, Judy Detrick, Ward Dunham, Suzanne Moore, and many others.

The educational and inspirational value of this collection cannot be overstated. San Francisco-area calligraphy teachers organize field trips for their fortunate students. One-person shows and traveling exhibits enrich the collection from time to time, as do shows organized by area book arts guilds.

Other places in the U.S. to study manuscript books, both contemporary and historical include the Newberry Library in Chicago, Illinois; Jaffe Center for the Book Arts at Florida Atlantic Univer-
Dear friends,

I forward the following message on behalf of Rare Book School:

It is my sad duty to inform you that Sue R. Allen, graphic artist, independent scholar, and much beloved member of the Rare Book School faculty for many years, died on August 25, 2011, after a short illness. She was 93. Hers was a worthy life, well led.

Below is a memorial statement that was written by her son.

Born in Natick, Massachusetts, on August 2, 1918, and raised in the Boston area, Sue was graduated from Girls’ Latin School and the Massachusetts College of Art. As the graphic artist at the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, her calendars and other pieces delighted readers with their clarity and spirited liveliness. in 1955, she married Greer Allen, then a designer at the University of Chicago Press, and subsequently University Printer at Yale; their marriage lasted almost 50 years, until his death in 2005.

When Sue came upon nineteenth-century American bookbindings in the early 1970s, she found a small, poorly organized field, dealing with a little-appreciated subject matter. Seeing the importance of preserving and valuing the books that brought mass literacy to the American people, Sue single-handedly defined and structured the field as it stands today.

With her artist’s eye, she identified the changing styles of book covers and endpapers over the decades from 1830 to 1910, and placed these styles in the context of broader changes in the decorative arts and the technology and economics of publishing. She also highlighted the work of artists, designers, binders, and publishers, particularly the hitherto little-known work of engraver John Feely and agricultural publisher Orange Judd.

Among the longest-serving instructors at Rare Book School, having taught from its founding at Columbia University, Sue inspired hundreds of librarians, conservators, book dealers, and collectors as she taught them about the bookbindings that became her passion. Her deep knowledge of the subject matter and her lively, engaging style won her the love, admiration, and loyalty of her students and others in the field.

Author and coauthor of several articles about nineteenth-century American bookbindings, Sue was nearing completion of her long-awaited book on the subject at the time of her death. In accordance with Sue’s wishes, her son John will be contacting several friends and former students familiar with her work to assist in finishing the book.

At her son’s instructions, in lieu of flowers, donations may be made to The Sue Allen Fund, Rare Book School, Attn: Danielle Culpetter, P.O. Box 400103, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22904-4103 via check payable to Rare Book School.

As we console with each other at this sad news, let us remember with gratitude all that Sue has done over many years to enliven and enrich the book community. Her great legacy now lives in her students and friends.

Yours sincerely,

Michael F. Suarez, S.J.
Director, Rare Book School

Calligraphy Report (continued)

sity in Boca Raton, Florida; and the Hill Museum & Manuscript Library at St. John University in Collegeville, Minnesota. If you are fortunate to live near one, many universities have rare book collections, and although some of these will be of little interest to calligraphers, you could get lucky. If you’re not so lucky, you might want to plan a trip to one of the excellent collections mentioned above.

Ed. Note: With this issue we welcome Beth Lee as our Calligraphy Correspondent, taking over for Nancy Leavitt, who was our correspondent for 15 years.

SHORT BIO

Beth Lee has been making letters since she can remember, and her fascination with them has grown each year. In 1982, she bought a very bad calligraphy set and began in earnest the study of letters and the spaces that surround them. Now, 29 years and umpteen tools later, she understands how much more there is still to learn.

She has studied with many master calligraphers and attended many weekend workshops and international conferences. Her work has been exhibited in several Florida and Georgia galleries, and she has had three solo exhibitions in Tallahassee, Florida, and Thomasville, Georgia. She has collaborated on several graphic design installations in the United States.

A freelance calligrapher and book artist since 1983, she has branched out into digital print and web design since earning a Fine Arts degree in Graphic Design at Florida State University. However, she remains committed to handmade graphic design, applied to handmade books or commercial design. As Peter Thornton put it, when comparing computer-digital to manual-digital lettering, the computer is “just not wet enough".

In Memoriam
I’ve been making lots of long stitch books lately, because I love the non-adhesive limp binding that’s easy to open and work in while journaling or sketching. There are many variations of the long stitch, but I typically sew mine through a soft cover with a slotted spine. Below are the instructions for the binding that’s been my recent favorite.

**Materials:**
- Linen thread or embroidery thread (at least 9 times the length of the book, waxed; if using additional sections as endsheets, use at least 11 times the length of the book. The basic formula I use is the number of sections + 2)
- 7 sections of Mohawk or similar text weight paper (composed of 4 single sheet folios), cut to 5” x 8” (the book is 5” x 4”), and folded
- 2 sections of colored paper for “endsheets” (optional), same size as the text weight sections. Number of folios in these sections can be anywhere from 2 to 4
- Heavy weight paper (like Cave paper or any other cover weight paper) for the cover, 5” x 12”. If you are concerned about the head and tail being a bit off from the textblock after sewing, I suggest making the height of your cover somewhere around 5 1/16”

*Long stitch bindings can be just about any size, but make sure your materials are appropriate to the size. For these instructions, the sizes listed above are for constructing a fairly small book (5” x 4”). The heavy weight paper for the cover is several inches longer to account for flaps (folds) at the foredge, if you like.

**Tools:**
- Needle (bookbinding needle or heavy needle with larger eye)
- Bone folder
- Teflon folder
- Beeswax (for waxing thread)
- Awl (for punching holes in sections)

1. Choose seven sections of Mohawk paper that have been precut and folded. Punch four holes in each section for the sewing, equal distance apart (the holes are about 1” apart).

2. Score and fold the cover for an approximate 5/8” spine. The spine is divided into five equal sections. You’ll be guessing on the swell here, but can generally tell the needed thickness by measuring your stack of sections with just a little pressure on top.

3. Make slits in the wrapper that correspond with the holes in the sections. Slits should be as wide as your thread, and should be slightly narrower than the width of the spine. (This is so you don’t end up slicing into the scored folds of your cover.)

**Instructions:**
1. For purposes of clarity, we’ll say that if the book is laid on the table with the spine facing you, the head is at your left and the tail
is at your right. The holes are numbered 1 to 5 from right to left (the way we usually sew), with number 1 being the hole closest to the tail (your right). Start inside the 1st section (with the section laid in the cover) through the 1st hole; loop the needle around the tail of the book and tie onto the tail of the thread on the inside. Use a square knot or a weaver’s knot.

2. Exit through the 1st hole, come back inside through the 2nd hole, exit through the 3rd hole, enter in through the 4th hole and loop around the head but do not go back inside the section. Pay attention to tensioning of the thread throughout, especially when looping around. Bone down the sections down as you go.

3. At this point you’ll have looped around the head of the section and the cover, but you’ll want to go back in only through the cover, as you’re done with that first section now. Add the 2nd section on top of the first, going inside the 4th hole, loop around the head of that section, then enter through the 4th hole again. Exit through the 3rd hole. Enter through the 2nd hole, exit through the 1st and loop around the tail of the book. You’ve exited through the first hole, so add the third section and loop around the tail of the third section, exiting through the first hole. Enter through the 2nd hole, exit through the 3rd hole, enter through the 4th hole and loop around the head.

4. Continue this pattern until the last section and tie off inside. You’ll be building up from bottom to top as in any other sewing, but this will feel a different because your cover is there and sort of in the way. Just be sure to push the sections toward the bottom fold of the spine every so often, and stop to tension a lot, particularly once you’ve made a loop around the head or tail.

Note: You should see thread coming out both the head and tail of every single section. If you don’t see this, then you’ve forgotten to loop around at some point, which is easy to do at the head (your left side) just after you’ve added a new section. Looking on the inside of the sections, you’ll see an alternating pattern of the thread: “- - -” then “-- --” and back to “- - -” and so on.

5. If you happen to run out of thread, you can tie on, but the sewing will look best for this small book if you’ve done the entire sewing with one piece of thread, and the tensioning with one piece of thread. Once you’ve sewn on your last section, make sure you’ve wrapped around that section (only once as usual), and then tie off your thread on the inside.

6. If you want folds at the foredge, score your excess cover on both ends and fold as you like, otherwise, just cut the excess away. Most of the time, I like the extra heft of the fold at the foredge on each side of the cover, and I like the way it looks visually on the edge as well as on the inside. You also have the option to make a foredge flap, adding a button or ties for a closure. There are endless variations here too.

Happy sewing, and let me know how it goes!
Hurricane Irene hit NJ and left me without power or phone or internet. With the heavy rains, I realized that in over 33 years of marbling, I had never tested the thought many have that rainwater is better than tap water for marbling. For making the size that is. The old manuals often say to collect rainwater, and I have met a few marblers who do this as well over the years. Rainwater is soft water, some say distilled, which I believe it is initially, but it is said as it falls it becomes impure, contaminated with smoke, dust, minerals, chemicals and bacteria. While many city water supplies have soft water, somehow the few rain water marblers I have spoken to about it in the past thought the rain water was better.

Well, my rain water, collected in a large plastic bucket, filled rapidly during the storm. I couldn’t even budge it. Had to dump most of it out. The next day after the power came back, the rain water was ready to use for making a carrageenan size. I blended it cold with the instant carrageenan powder, about 20 hours before planning to use it. I usually blend my size about 16 hours ahead, but use hot water. The extra time allowed was to let it settle a little longer. I find using hot water speeds up the “ripening” process a bit.

I marbled as usual, and the weather was gorgeous after the storm, nice and cool, good marbling weather. All went pretty well. Rain water works fine. To do a good test, I set up to marble the next day, in the same type weather, using my normal method. I have some of the hardest water possible, and have at many other places I lived or worked in, and never had a problem with it. The only difference I found, was that the size was thicker with the rain water, using the same amount of carrageenan, than with using the tap water. So I have always, when working with hard water, slightly rounded the spoonfuls of carrageenan powder, instead of using level ones. This has also been the case when I have used distilled water as an experiment, and when I have been marbling in cities with soft tap water. If I had to look really hard and say, once the same viscosity is reached, which marbled better, I would say the hard tap water did, but that is probably because I am so used to it. There was zero difference in the color shades either once they dried. My water is full of lime and iron and not sure what else, but it is bad, kills the pipes and hot water heaters, the toilets object wildly too! It cakes up on and all around faucets, white spots on glasses etc. It is awful. Artificially softening the water, I tried that when first moving here, and yanked the water softener out the next day, literally called the plumber to remove it. Of course I had to try marbling immediately after it was installed to see what would happen! Not good! It wreaked havoc with the paints, made the lines soft and fuzzy and the colors pale. Now there are other options like reverse osmosis, but I just live with the hard water, and marble happily with it.

So my conclusion is, the idea of collecting and using rainwater adds a certain romantic and mysterious quality to a romantic and mysterious art, it really makes little difference. Over a lifetime of marbling you may save a little money on carrageenan powder, but not enough to beat the convenience of your own tap water. I would bet the old time marblers centuries ago would have used tap water too if they had it. It’s just easier!
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